2019/20 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AGENDA
Five Oaks Education and Retreat Centre
June 7, 2020 3:00pm
Online Zoom Meeting
A SACRED PLACE
where peoples of all faiths and those who care for the earth can gather in community
to live, work, learn, pray, play, heal and act for justice.

Item # Activity

Who

1.

Call to Order, Welcome, Introductions

Peter Wall

2.

Acknowledgement of the Land

Rhonda Johns

We acknowledge that we gather on the
traditional territory of a number of First
Nations and acknowledge their stewardship of
this land throughout the ages. We seek a new
relationship with the Original Peoples of this
land, one based in honour and deep respect.

3.

Thanksgiving address “the words before all
words”

Shanda Johns

4.

Online Meeting Norms and Best Practices

Michael Shewburg

5.

Small Group Check-In

Michael Shewburg

6.

Opening Worship

Peter Wall

7.

Discussion of the Annual Report

Board Members

8.

Feedback from Members on Priorities and
Directions

Michael Shewburg

9.

Minutes of 2018/2019 AGM

John Joseph Mastandrea

10.

Treasurer’s Report and Appointment of Auditor Sherri Howard

11.

Report of Nominating Committee and Election
of Directors

12.

Acknowledgements and Appreciations

Peter Wall

• Donors

Fran Ota

• Volunteers

Barb Fullerton

• Staff

John Joseph Mastandrea

• Regions, General Council, Partners, etc.

Peter Wall

13.

Other Business

Peter Wall

14.

Going Forth and Blessing

Ausma Malik

Upcoming Members Meeting:
Fall General Member’s Meeting
Sunday November 22nd at 3pm

Annual General
Meeting

2019/2020

JUNE 7, 2020
Five Oaks Centre
1 Bethel Rd
Paris, ON N3L 3E3
519.442.3212
www.FiveOaks.on.ca
@FiveOaksCentre
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Annual Report
2019/2020
Table of Contents

Vision
To be a sacred place where peoples of all faiths
as well as spiritual seekers can gather in
community to live, work, learn, pray, play, heal
and act for justice.
Mission
To be a sacred place where people, as individuals
or in intentional community, come apart to look
deeply into their own lives and the world in light
of faith and values, and find their calling to
participate in Spirit’s healing work in creation.

To provide a residential setting where people of
different faiths (or no faith), cultures, Nations
and spiritual seekers can explore new
understandings of neighbour, faith and the earth
and model communities of compassion for the
sake of the world.

1. Report of the Board of
Directors
2. Executive Director’s Report
3. Treasurer’s Finance Report
4. Programs & Partners
Report
5. Governance & Human
Resources Report
6. Fundraising & Donor
Relations Report

Values
Community, Sense of “Place”, Collaboration, Diversity, Integrity, Resilience, Learning, Reverence
and Action
Acknowledgment of the Land
We acknowledge that we gather on the traditional territory of a number of First Nations and
acknowledge their stewardship of this land throughout the ages. We seek a new relationship with
the Original Peoples of this land, one based in honour and deep respect.
Board Members
Amira Ayad, Barb Fullerton, Rhonda Johns, Ausma Malik, John Joseph Mastandrea (Vice Chair),
Fran Ota (Treasurer), Peter Wall (Chair)
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Report of the Board of Directors
It is with pride and a full heart that I report to the membership of Five Oaks on the past
year since our last Annual General Meeting in May of 2019.
How long-ago May 2019 seems! While only one short year, it has been a time of great
change, significant challenge, abundant grace, hard work, and singular
accomplishment. When I was elected to the Board and subsequently as Chair, last year,
I was overwhelmed by the responsibilities placed (some might say thrust….) upon me
and more than a little intimidated by the confidence and trust which others seemed to
have of me. While I had a long association with Five Oaks, it was not very deep—I had
spent time here, of course, and had been the very grateful recipient, over the years, of
Five Oaks hospitality and welcome, but I had not done any volunteering, had not been
part of a working team, and felt totally unequal to the task.
However, in the months that have followed, I have been drawn, happily and deeply,
into this place—showered by new friendships and inspired by new colleagues. Your
Board of Directors has been hard at work, making difficult decisions, celebrating
exciting initiatives, and discerning ways forward in unprecedented times in a world
which seems hardly recognizable.
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Throughout its rich history, Five Oaks has been a place of light and learning, of refuge
and refreshment, of programmes and partnerships. It stands firmly and resolutely as a
place which honours the Creator and all creation; as a place which cherishes difference
and diversity, and as a place where all are welcomed. I can say, without any
equivocation, that this is even truer today than it was yesterday! Because of our
hard-working staff, dedicated volunteers, and responsible management, we are a place
which is solvent, successful, and poised for the future.
You will see through this report the stories of our year—reports of management and
governance, of finances and programmes, of property and of priorities. I will not try to
repeat nor enhance these stories—they speak eloquently for themselves. I commend
them all to you.
This year, your Board of Directors took the very important step of translating our
Managing Director, Michael Shewburg, to the position of Executive Director, effective
January 1 of this year. This pivotal step in our governance structure had been discussed
by the Board in the spring of 2019, and we were very pleased to operationalize it by
year’s end. I do not need to rehearse for you Michael’s impressive skills and
accomplishments; he is absolutely the right person for the job. His impressive wisdom
and sensitive leadership mean so much to Five Oaks, and we are all in very good hands.
He is good humoured, fair and just beyond all measure and, I must add, is a person of
both deep faith and inspirational spirit. He not only understands what and why ‘Five
Oaks,’ but he also models for us and for our clients, customers, and partners ways of
stewardship and leadership which are so very important to our present and our future,
and does so in such a way that makes us so proud of this place. He has surrounded
himself with more than capable leaders in our staff and both encourages and
empowers them all in the work they do. So, to Michael, my personal thanks and that of
the Board. Also, to Colleen and Randy, Dawn and Mallory, Chef Michael and Kate, Judy
and Ashley, Jennie and Zach, Megan and George, our gratitude for all that they have
done, particularly through some trying times.
As I write this, we are in the midst of this new world of COVID-19 or, as one of my
church wags put it recently, Covid-tide! To say that this has been a challenge is the
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pinnacle of understatement.
The physical and social
distancing, the economic
realities, and the sociological
imperatives of this pandemic
have completely rocked all of
our world. Virtually all our
‘business’ has evaporated, the
ways in which we might offer
programmes have been
utterly transformed, and our
ability to use our beautiful
space has been dramatically
changed. Throughout all of this, Michael and his staff have, sometimes on a daily basis,
been pausing and pivoting as we find ways to emerge on the other side. Fortunately,
through Michael’s determination and through his wonderful connections in the
community, we have been able to re-purpose the Centre, at least for a while, as a
welcoming place for migrant seasonal workers to self-isolate for their required period
of quarantine as they arrive in Canada. What a perfect way for us to offer the centre;
what an important way for us to serve the community in which we live. We are so
grateful to all who have made this possible. I encourage you to read about it by
checking links on our website and Facebook. It is such a good news story!
Governance has been a major part of our focus this year—as we have transitioned to
an Executive Director, so too, the Board has been in a transition from a management
body to a policy and vision body. We are trying a rhythm of fewer but longer,
residential meetings, and are concentrating our work on long-term, fundamental
issues. Three members of the Board felt it necessary to resign this year, because of
various other commitments. So, we express our sincere thanks to Naba Choudhury,
Roslyn Elm, and particularly to the indefatigable and always caring Jayne Little. Their
contributions have been enormous and much appreciated. To the Board members who
have worked so hard his year—Fran Ota, Barb Fullerton, John Joseph Mastandrea,
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Ausma Malik, Amira Ayad, and Rhonda Johns—not only the thanks of the staff and
members, but also my personal thanks for friendship, support, and wisdom!
Where sometimes a report like this would look to the future and was on about good
things, we cannot predict any of that right now. We do know that we will be ‘ok’ until
sometime in the fall if things do not change from the current emergency situation. All
we can do is be present, keep our antennae tuned, and do our best. I know that I speak
on behalf of the Board when I say that we covet your prayers and good thoughts as
this late spring and summer unfold. We will keep you posted!
A year ago, I had no confidence that I could do this job and certainly very little sense of
how. I now am so grateful for the opportunity and the trust that has been given me. I
pledge that I, and the Board, will continue to do our very best in the future.
Respectfully,
Peter Wall
Chair

Executive Director’s Report
Dear Lovers of Five Oaks,
I write to you today about the success of operating and living into the vision of Five
Oaks for the year 2019, from the perspective of living in a pandemic world, where the
reality of what transpired in 2019 is a distant memory, and likely a way of being
together that will need to change. In this moment, in early May 2020, the reality and
day-to-day of operating Five Oaks amid COVID-19 is vastly different than 2019.
With that in mind, 2019 was a hugely successful year with several goals and
benchmarks achieved. Firstly, I am grateful to have the support of an amazing Board of
Directors, a staff team and a group of volunteers that hold Five Oaks Centre as a place
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that is core to their soul and heart. None of what has been accomplished would have
been possible without the numerous paid and volunteer hours offered from amazing
people this past year.
In the early spring, we celebrated the grand re-opening of the Upper Room, New Hall,
prayer space, the model suite and other spaces at an open house. A heart whelming
speech from David Bailey, Mayor of the County of Brant, summarized his experience of
being at Five Oaks as a youth and how important this place was then, and now. In late
2019, we began the next phase of renovations to A-Wing in the Main Building — seven
bedrooms were updated and concluded in early 2020. This renovation was achieved
from the donations of groups and individuals through the Sponsor a Bedroom
campaign. Five Oaks also worked on an upgrade to the upper trail head, re-routing the
trail to a safer spot, thanks to a grant from TD Canada Trust Friends of the
Environment. This project will be completed in spring 2020.
In 2019 we were thrilled to welcome a number of new staff to the team, creating a
dedicated and willing team that works toward your goals for the centre on a daily
basis. The supervision and leadership of this team is a daily pleasure. We said goodbye
to Pat Bowlby who retired officially on December 31, 2019.
Five Oaks continues to develop relationships with onsite program partners that
enhance what we offer as a centre, and that draw community to engage with our
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work. These partners include: Grand River Bookstore, Grand River Rafting, Grand River
Outdoor Wilderness Education (GROWE), Ageless Arts Yoga, Brave Waves, Skylight
Festival, and fly-fishing instructors.
Our programs and interfaith program partners are the essence of who we are.
Programs like School of Celtic Consciousness and Social Enterprise and Change Making
are significant accomplishments towards re-visioning our program work.
Our hosted groups, which are our rental groups, also live into our vision of creating
space for like-minded groups to offer camps, retreats, conference and events related
to the life of other organizations. Five Oaks welcomes 1,000-1,500 guests per month
and grew again in 2019 revenues related to hosting. In December, Five Oaks
relaunched our kitchen as an in-house catering company for both onsite and offsite
food services. As we live into 2020, how the kitchen evolves will come to be. Our Chef
continues to offer restaurant quality food service in a reorganized kitchen that
generates revenue as part of its mandate.
We look forward to all that 2020 will bring, despite the challenges of COVID-19.
Your support as members will never be more necessary than in 2020—supporting
the centre financially, in prayer, and virtually is very welcome. We look forward to
the time when we can welcome you back to the land—the land knows that you will
return. For those able to volunteer in person, please contact the office for more
advice and opportunities.
Peace,
Michael Shewburg
Executive Director
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Treasurer’s Finance Report
This will be my final report as Treasurer. I have been accepted into a Master’s Degree
in Viking and Medieval Norse Studies at the University of Iceland in Reykjavik, and now
am getting finances and immigration papers in order. I have an apartment allocated on
campus, and expect to be gone early August – if everything goes well. As of the Annual
General Meeting I will be resigning as Treasurer. I am happy to remain on the Board
and the Finance Team if time allows, but not continue in the formal role.
The Finance Committee has discussed this, and the Board at the last meeting also
discussed the change. Sherri Howard, who is a member of the Finance Team now, has
agreed to take on the role of Treasurer, and become a member of the Board upon the
appropriate motions of both the Board and the AGM. Sherri knows Five Oaks well, as
she has been on the Board before and has chaired the Board. She has been quite active
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in the preparation of the current financial statements. I have asked Sherri to present
the audited statements to the Board and the AGM since she also worked with the
auditor and Dawn in preparation.
For 2020 it is agreed that going forward there will be changes in how the reporting is
done. For example, rentals and programmes will be separate lines. Cash and bank,
restricted deposits are split out, as are contributions for specific things which have not
been spent yet. This presents a more realistic picture of cash balance and available
cash.
What is presented is a healthy balance sheet, and a good starting place for 2020.
It should be noted that the $106,787 “deficit” is *not* a deficit but a planned
overspend in the 2019 budget, as Five Oaks lived into the new business model. The
statement of operations shows an increase in wages and benefits. A $50,000
overspend was approved in the initial budget, and the Board later approved another
$30,000. Actual non-cash depreciation was $33,000 higher at $53,000.
The Finance Committee agreed that an investment strategy needs to be worked out.
There is another large amount expected from the Frid Estate to come in 2020. That
plus current investments makes a review and plan necessary.
Given the two break-ins a review of all
property will be done, and insurance
and depreciation reviewed.
The Finance Committee accepted on
motion the audited statement, which
will include revised rentals and
programs split out to two lines, and
other minor changes to the Frid Estate
interest. The final revised and signed
statement is included in this mailing.
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I would like to thank everyone who has worked so hard on the financial picture.
Everything changes almost daily, and there is no rhythm, which makes financial
reporting almost impossible. It’s hard to believe that in March we thought Five Oaks
might close, and by May there has been a turnaround. It is still tight, but a good picture
so far and a brilliant use of the Five Oaks space. Dawn and Michael have done many
extra hours, Sherri and David have been available for sudden meetings. I think
everyone was able to move into a different way of looking at how work is done in
these times, and accept that we do the best we can given the uncertainty.
Respectfully submitted,
Fran Ota
Treasurer

Programs & Partners Report
Partners and Programs had a wonderful year developing new streams of programming
and further deepening the Program Pitch model to solicit some innovative programs.
Since June 2019, the programs we have hosted are:
School of Celtic Consciousness. July 2019

The second year of the SCC drew 115 people from
across Canada and some from the USA. We modified
how the program was presented from the previous
year. Learning sessions happened in the marquee
tent on the lower level, and there were no other
rental groups present throughout the event, so that
the SCC retreat could enjoy the site in quiet. All
accommodation spaces were used, and many were
full. Being by the river was a beautiful and inspiring
venue for the program. We hired a driver for the
duration of the event (paid for by a portion of
registration fees) to shuttle participants up and down
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the hill. We also had two sittings for lunch and supper which worked well and helped
avoid congestion in the dining room. Fortunately the weather allowed us to have meals
outdoors as well. We contracted Shannon Kingsbury from Guelph as the featured
performer for the Wednesday evening social. The event was ably facilitated by the
Canadian SCC volunteer team—Cindo Peterson, Debra Schneider and Eunice Gorman.
Overall, Year II was a great success and thoroughly enjoyed by participants.
Healing with Art and Stories, August 2019

On Labour Day weekend, Amira Ayad led an interfaith women’s art retreat in the
Chalet. Seven people attended and it was so well received that the group expressed an
interest in this being offered again another year.
Social Enterprise, October 2019

This event was led by Shaun Loney
and Adrian Jacobs, with funding
provided by The Edge Network.
Carla Leon, from Edge, also led a
workshop as part of this. Twentyfive people attended. We had
Indigenous participants, and some
folks from social service agencies
and not necessarily connected to
the United Church. It was exciting
to see our education opportunities
expand their circle to reach a wider constituency. Many Five Oaks staff and Board
members attended this two-day workshop and conversations have been ongoing as to
how to implement some of the philosophies and approaches to the work at Five Oaks.
Healing and Wellness, November 2019

This event was co-led by David Giuliano and Amira Ayad. Renee Thomas-Hill was to
have been present, but a family emergency meant she could not be with us. Amira and
David explored themes of Healing, Wholeness, Wellness and Spirituality through
Muslim and progressive Christian perspectives. This event was supported by a grant
from The United Church of Canada Education and Lay Training. Thirty-three people
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participated. We were supported at this retreat by wellness practitioners, including
massage therapy, a forest bathing facilitator, yoga teacher and an art therapist. MidNovember seems to be a good time to host a major adult education event and we will
explore sustaining this pattern into the future. Possible themes for future events
include Decolonization, from the perspectives of Indigenous, Settler, and Immigrant
voices.
Men’s Spirituality, February 2020

The annual Men’s Spirituality event (which is a supported program) took place at
Five Oaks during the first week of February. Sixteen men participated in the week.
It remains a very popular tradition at Five Oaks each winter.
Roots of Change—Leadership Conference for Christian and Muslim Women

This young adult event was to have taken place in mid-February. However, low
registration meant that we postponed it to another time in our calendar. The target
audience is 18-30 year old women, which includes university age and also young
working women, so, finding a time of year that works is challenging. We have received
multiple grants for this event, so whenever it is hosted, we are able to offer significant
subsidies/scholarships for participation.
COVID-19

Any programming after March 2020 was cancelled or postponed, due to COVID-19.
These programs included:
Apr Confirmation weekend (Pitched Program—external). This event was to be
supported by the Ferns Endowment.
Apr Sister Water and the Sultan—the Spirituality of Francis of Assisi (Pitched
Program—external)
May Rituals and Spirituality of Death and Dying (Pitched Program—external)
July School of Celtic Consciousness (3-day event)
July Skylight (in 2020 this was to have shifted to a Five Oaks Supported
Program)
July Grandparent/Grandmother GROWE camp (Pitched Program—Internal in
collaboration with GROWE). We received a grant from Seeds of Hope
(Seniors’ Ministry) for this event.
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We also had hoped to reschedule the Roots of Change event to Fall 2020, however we
are not able at this time to do so, as it is too difficult to forecast what will be possible in
terms of residential programming for the remainder of 2020. We don’t want to make
the financial investment in a program that we may well not be able to host.
We were also looking forward to a series of meetings with staff at the Six Nations’
Polytechnic, and the Six Nations Development Corporation to explore further ways of
partnering with Five Oaks. Unfortunately, these meetings were postponed because of
the COVID-19 gathering restrictions. We hope to be able to have these
meetings/conversations in the fall.
During this time of physical distance and social solidarity, we continue to explore some
new partner relationships. Operations Manager Amr Abdel-Latif, and Program/Partner
Animator Judy Steers have participated in the weekly on-line gathering of the
Kitchener-Waterloo El-Tawhid Circle (Unity Mosque) and are getting to know that
community. This is a mosque that supports gender equality in leadership and is lgbtq+
affirming.
Several new on-line initiatives are being explored at the time of writing this report,
including:
• Webinar with John Philip Newell
• Leading Communities through Grief and Resilience (mini-course)
• Festival of Five Oaks—short presentations, interviews, learning opportunities,
and on-line nature encounters on the land at Five Oaks
In January 2020, the Partner Program Team changed its name from Vision-Keeping
Team because the Board is now more explicitly fulfilling this role. The team met every
two or three months online. The members are: Amira Ayad, Doug Blackburn, Karen
Efron, Miriam Frey, Rhonda Johns, Judy Steers, Yvonne Stewart (chair). The members
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make up a dedicated group that
provides helpful feedback and
support. Karen Efron even remained
a member while living in BC!
We are undertaking a way of doing
programming that is new for us and
we, like many organizations, are
discovering new ways of working
and living out our vision.
Submitted by
Judy Steers
Partner Program Animator

Gathering at Tatamagouche
In late November, Judy Steers and Michael Shewburg went to Tatamagouche
Centre to meet with National UCCan staff, and staff of both Tatamagouche
and Naramata Centre to talk about the evolving relationship between the
UCCan education/ministry resources and the Education Centres. Some good
and fruitful conversation took place and especially created some more solid
connection between the centres, as there has been a high staff turnover in
recent years between these centres.

Governance & Human Resources Report
A new door opened, Ross Carson invited me to accept the Leadership and Chair of HR
Governance Team for Five Oaks. It is a privilege and honour to serve.
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• A major achievement of the Governance and HR Team in the previous year was
the updating of the Human Resources policies to reflect the new operating
structure.
• We crossed a milestone by promoting Michael Shewburg to the position of
Executive Director.
• In this year-end, we have worked to implement the new revised staffing model
to direct the exponential growth that Five Oaks was experiencing at the end of
2019.
• Advised on changing the by-laws of Five Oaks to adapt to the new United Church
structure.
• Implementation of On Call Occasional Kitchen Staff in January 2020.
• Two revisions to the HR Governance mandate.
Governance coordinated by Rob Stapleford
HR Coordinated by John Joseph Mastandrea
At advent of COVID-19 there have been major staffing shifts to harmonize the decrease
in revenue stream with expenditures. Michael Shewburg is navigating the turbulent
waters of COVID-19. Grant applications are in place and COVID-19 programs have been
implemented to provide Quarantine Quarters and Housing for Migrant workers.
On-line Webinars are being explored with a potential for Revenue Generation.
The year 2020 will be remembered as a dark time of Pandemic for the Globe.
Five Oaks has increased its profile due to the stellar leadership of the Executive
Director, Michael Shewburg and all staff members who have risen to the task, beyond
the call of duty, with countless hours responding to the enormous challenges
presented by COVID-19. Godspeed for the days ahead.
We, the HR Governance Team, support the work of Michael and the rest of the Five
Oaks Staff as we are implementing many Zoom Strategic Planning Sessions charting a
course forward.
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We will continue to explore Five Oaks Operations Post COVID-19.
Submitted by
Dr. JJ Mastandrea
Vice Chair

Fundraising & Donor Relations Report
A huge thank you to Donna Fokes, who chaired the Fundraising and Donor Relations
team for the first several years of the “new” Five Oaks. Donna set a solid foundation of
looking for potential grants from a variety of sources and organized the fall Raise the
Roof Fundraiser walk-a-thon, which raised money to replace the roof on the Chalet.
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Donna retired from her role at the end of 2019 due to care-giving for a family member.
We are grateful that she has committed to co-leading another Walk-A-Thon, which we
think can happen even if some physical distancing measures are still in place by
October. We are also grateful to Karen Efron for her time on the FRDR committee.
Karen moved to BC last summer. Thank you to Imam Abu Tarek Noman for his
continued expertise and involvement with what finished the year as a two-person
committee! And thank you to Sarah Williams who continued to help with grant writing
while on maternity leave!
Meanwhile, though she prefers not to be named to the committee, Pegi Ridout has
volunteered to give leadership in the area of Donor Relations. She has attended several
webinars and is exploring donor software options. Thank you, Pegi!
With increased staff responsibilities in the area of fundraising with an Executive
Director, volunteer support in Fundraising is still much appreciated, especially if you
have skills in grant writing or event organizing. As Donna Fokes demonstrated, the
FRDR chair does not need to be on the board. And as Pegi is showing us, volunteers can
help in a particular area without serving on the committee. Please indicate your
willingness to help to board chair, Peter Wall, or to Executive Director Michael
Shewburg.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Fullerton
2019 Board Liaison to Fundraising and Donor Relations
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Minutes of Five Oaks AGM – May 5, 2019
1. Yvonne Stewart opened the meeting at 3:40 pm and chaired the meeting.
Rob Stapleford acted as secretary for the meeting. The appendix contains
a list of members who attended the meeting.
2. Moved by Sharon Hull and seconded by Diane Matthews that Ross
Carson be the Parliamentarian for the meeting and the agenda circulated
before the meeting be adopted. Motion carried.
3. Yvonne thanked all the donors, supporters, volunteers, partners and staff
for attending this meeting. The AGM is the venue in which we are all
accountable to each other for the work we have done together to make
Five Oaks what it is today and what it can be in the future.
4. Shanda Johns shared a Thanksgiving address in her Cayuga language. This
address is sometimes referred to as “the words before the words” that
encourage people to not take the world for granted and to align their
minds and hearts with that of the Creator.
5. Rhonda Johns acknowledged the land as traditional territory of a number
of First Nations and their stewardship of the land.
6. Judy Steers conducted an opening meditation and led the group in
singing Draw the Circle Wide.
7. Yvonne introduced the annual report and reflected on the development
at Five Oaks over the past two years after the adoption of the direction
proposed by the Member Working Group. The theme of the 2017 AGM
was Sacred Place inspired by the deep attachment of the membership to
the place called Five Oaks. In 2018, the theme was Next Steps. Since the
life of the Centre appeared to be stabilized, it was time to take next steps
in implementing our vision. Those many remarkable steps are outlined in
the AGM report. For 2019, Yvonne identified a theme of Coming
Together as all partners appeared to be coming together with a sense of

belonging to this place and sharing in its vision. She noted that in these
times of climate change, sectarian violence and ignoring of treaties with
First Nations, it is even more important – and risky – to come together to
provide a place and community of care, peace, justice and understanding
8. Ausma Malik led a discussion of member feedback on priorities and
directions. Highlights included:
a. Support for recent enhancements at Five Oaks including the new
art and prayer room;
b. Encourage explanation of numbers in financial statements to
increase overall understanding of Five Oaks financial position;
c. Thanks to staff and Board;
d. Support for direction of building multi faith and multi culture centre
including greater diversity in program attendance, volunteers and
staff;
e. Respect for staff and vision.
9. Executive Director, Michael Shewburg, shared greetings from the staff
and discussed recent developments and future directions at Five
Oaks. Michael discussed:
a. Upgrades at Five Oaks including bedrooms, main building, prayer
space and upper trail head;
b. Grants received from New Horizons (for lift) and TDCT;
c. Plans for five year property plan;
d. Growth in revenues;
e. Wide range of programs; and
f. A video that showed various group activities at Five Oaks.
10.
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Barb Fullerton moved the acceptance of the minutes from the 2018
AGM with a friendly amendment to clarify the minutes from previous

year were for the 2017 AGM which summarized activities from
2017/18. Rob Stapleford seconded. Motion carried.
11.

Pam Byers presented the Treasurers report and financial statements
that had been distributed in advance of the meeting. Pam moved the
acceptance of the financial statements and the appointment of Denise
Austin as the external auditor for 2019-20. Seconded by Lyn Miller.
Motion carried.

12.

Ross Carson provided a report of the Governance and Human
Resources Committee. Ross thanked the Board members who are
retiring from the board and introduced the slate of
candidates to serve on the 2019-20 Board. The candidates included
returning Board members Amira Ayad, Rhonda John, Barb Fullerton,
Jayne Little and Ausma Malik.
Ross introduced the new Board members including:
a. Naba Choudhury;
b. Ros Elm;
c. John Joseph Mastandrea (agreed to serve as Vice Chair);
d. Fran Ota; and
e. Peter Wall (agreed to serve as Chair).
"Ross Carson provided a report of the Governance and Human
Resources Committee. Ross thanked the Board members who had
completed their term (Pam Byers, two terms; Rob Stapleford, two
terms; Yvonne Stewart, one term); he noted those who had not been
able to complete their term (Quraish Hussain; Andrew MacPherson;
Renée Thomas-Hill); he mentioned the directors who were continuing
to complete their term (Amira Ayad; Barb Fullerton; Ausma Malik); he
noted how Rhonda Johns had served as an interim director since
December 2018, and then he moved the following slate of candidates
for election to the Board of Directors: Jayne Little (second term), Naba
Choudhury (first term), Rosalyn Elm (first term), Rhonda Johns (second
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term), John Joseph Mastandrea (first term - who agreed to serve as
Vice Chairperson), Fran Ota (first term), Peter Wall (first term-who
agreed to serve as Chairperson). The motion was seconded by Rob
Stapleford. CARRIED."
Ross concluded by wishing the new Board well and pledging support
of the Governance and Human Resource Committee.
13.

Pam Byers expressed thanks to the donors whose financial support
has placed Five Oaks in a much stronger financial position. Pam noted
a bequest that Five Oaks will receive from the estate of Lilojean Frid
and thanked Lilojean for her generosity.
Jayne Little thanked the many volunteers. Rob Stapleford recognized
the significant contribution of staff at Five Oaks. Yvonne Stewart
expressed gratitude for the support from the Regions and General
Council of the United Church.

14.

Rob Stapleford thanked Yvonne Steward for her dedication and
commitment to Five Oaks during her term as Board Chair. Pam Byers
gave Yvonne a gift in recognition of her service.

15.

Amira Ayad led a closing prayer and Yvonne closed the meeting.

___________________________

________________________

Yvonne Stewart Chair

Rob Stapleford Secretary
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APPENDIX: MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE
Emmy Beauchamp
Pat Bowlby
Michele Braniff
Elenour Brent
Ken Byers
Pam Byers
Tara Carpenter
Ross Carson
Naba Choudry
Robin Cook
Ken Cox
Donna Fokes
Miriam Frey
Barb Fullerton
Judith Gilliland
Kathleen Gordon
Katy Gray
Nancy Hardy
Brian Hershey
Samantha Hershey
Rhonda Johns
Sharon Hull
Kate Kemp
Brian Kettles
Don Linkletter
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Roxy Linkletter
John Lockhead
Stephen Maybe
Ausma Malik
John Joseph Mastandrea
Dyane Matthews
Lyn Miller
Marg Murray
Celia Orth
Garth Potruff
Pegi Ridout
Dave Schell
Megan Schiedel
Michael Shewburg
Ashley Solak
Cheryl-Ann Stadelbauer-Sampa
Rob Stapleford
Yvonne Stewart
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Membership Fees
$2,930

Other Revenue
$4,159
Membership Fees
Revenue - Bookings

REVENUES 2019

$
2,930
Grant
$
496,881
Revenue
$62,956
$ 94,925

Program Revenue
Interest Revenue
Donation Donation
RevenueRevenue
Grant Revenue$93,905
Other Revenue
Interest Revenue

$
$
$
$

Membership Fees
Revenue - Bookings

23,899
93,905
62,956
4,159

Program Revenue

$23,899

Interest Revenue
Program Revenue
$94,925

Revenue - Bookings
$496,881

Donation Revenue
Grant Revenue
Other Revenue

Other Expenses
$28,750

Taxes, Insurance
Utilities & Benefits$ 418,162
Wages,&Contracts
$99,685

Repairs & Maintenance
Program Cost
Depreciation
Housekeeping
Administrative
Administrative
Taxes, Insurance
$67,491 & Utilities
Other Expenses

Housekeeping
$33,082

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

EXPENSES 2019

94,827
92,227
52,218
33,082
67,491
99,685
28,750
Wages, Contracts & Benefits
$418,162

Wages, Contracts &
Benefits
Repairs & Maintenance

Program Cost
Depreciation
Housekeeping

Depreciation
$52,218

Administrative

Program Cost
$92,227
Repairs &
Maintenance
$94,827

Taxes, Insurance &
Utilities
Other Expenses

Proxy Form for Five Oaks Annual General Meeting
June 7, 2020
If you are a voting member and are unable to attend the meeting, you may date and
sign the proxy form set out below, naming another person who may vote on your
behalf on motions voted on by ballot at the meeting. Proxyholders must register
their proxies with the Secretary of the Corporation or another person designated
to register proxies by 12:00 PM on Thursday June 4, 2020. Proxies may be
registered by email (communications@fiveoaks.on.ca), or ground mail (Five Oaks,
1 Bethel Rd, Paris ON, N3L 3E3), and must contain the signature of the member.
I am a voting member of Five Oaks Christian Workers Centre Inc. and I appoint:

_______________________________________
to attend and vote on my behalf at the Five Oaks Annual General Meeting of Members to be held
on Sunday, June 7, 2020 and any adjournments of that meeting.
I instruct my proxyholder to vote on the following motions as indicated by an “X” beside the word
below:

Election of Officers

____ Yes

____ No

Approval of Auditor

____ Yes

____ No

Acceptance of AGM Report

____ Yes

____ No

Finance Report

____ Yes

____ No

I do {
} do not {
} [member to indicate choice] give my proxyholder the right to vote in
his/her discretion on my behalf with respect to amendments or variations in respect of the above
matters, or on other matters that may properly come before the 2019/20 Annual General Meeting.

_____________
Date

____________________________ _____________________________
Signature
Print Name

Biographical Information of Candidates for Election to the Board of Directors, 2020
Rob Stapleford is a retired actuary with 40 years experience in the life insurance and
pension/investment consulting industry. Rob was a partner in the pension investment consulting
practice at Mercer and led Mercer’s investment practice in central Canada. Rob consulted on a
wide range of pension investment issues including asset mix and risk analysis, manager
monitoring, search and selection and investment policy. Prior to joining Mercer in 1991, Rob
worked at the Mutual Life of Canada.
Sherri Howard is a Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA, CA). For 20 years she has worked
independently to provide financial solutions to companies and charities. Born and raised in
Kitimat, BC, Sherri grew up as an active youth and young adult in the United Church. In the
1990’s, she was introduced to Five Oaks by Yvonne Stewart and Rev. Albion Wright shortly
after her Deloitte work transfer from BC to Ontario; she served two terms on the Board of
Directors helping to sustain and grow Five Oaks. Sherri currently works part-time and lives in
Scarborough with her husband Noel Desautels and their 11-year old son, Luc. During the past
year she has offered her gifts and skills to the Finance Team.
Martha Pedoniquotte is a member of the Chippewas of Nawash First Nation and is a graduate
of Business from Georgian College and Social Work from Loyalist College. She has served on
numerous Boards including the Healing Fund of the United Church of Canada; the Sandy
Saulteaux Spiritual Centre Board of Directors based in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and the National
Aboriginal Ministries Council.
She is currently Vice-president of the Huronia Area Aboriginal Management Board; Martha has
been a volunteer with Victims Service Grey Bruce and is currently a member of the Council of
the Chippewas of Nawash First Nation. She currently serves as a member of the Indigenous
Candidacy Board; the Justice and Reconciliation Fund Committee; and the Mission Support
Working Group.
Karen Efron has been coming to Five Oaks since 1976 and my early experiences at FO were
life changing! Currently I am a member of the Partnership-Vision Committee since 2017, also
the Fundraising Committee from 2018-19. I worked as a social worker forty plus years, over
time serving all ages and diverse racial/ethnic groups. The last two decades I held roles as an
executive director, working with volunteer boards. I was elected to the Board of the Ontario
Federation of Community Mental Health and Addictions where we received policy governance
board training. In 2017, I retired as Executive Director of Hamilton Mental Health Outreach.
Areas of expertise: human resources, financial management, strategic planning, board
governance. I am a Canadian – U.S. dual citizen, who has lived primarily in Ontario, several
years in BC, with one daughter there, one daughter and grandson in Toronto. Church: Westdale
United, Hamilton. Residence: Stoney Creek. Hobby: appearing on radio shows with my record
collection. I strongly support the Five Oaks mission and would enjoy serving on the Board!

